
Along the Robeson Trail
by Dr, Stan Knick, Director, UNCP's Native American Resource Center

Where docs art come from?
We imagine the artist
solitary; alone in a garret, or on
an island, searching the soul for
whatever feelings or dreams or

memories may be hidden there,
which may be pulled out

through creative abandon pulled
outby hard work and blistered

hands, or stained hands, or

crippled hands -- pulled out of
stone, out of paint, out of
beads, out of clay . pulled out.
given life, set free into the
collective human consciousness
. set free from the solitary to a

plane where everyone can see.

Art can be- a very private and
personal thing.

But art also expresses more

than the spirit & truth of any
single artist . it expresses a

culture, an idea, a universe of
symbols and shared meanings, a

certain time, a particular place,
a specific history. In a sense,

everyone in that culture, in that
time and place and history is
responsible for creating that art

everyone responsible for
lending it whatever meaning or

value or purpose it may have. If
no one sees it as art, what is it
then?

And what is Native
American art?

Is it shell beads and bone
and feather? Is it clay brought
up from underground by loving,
straining hands? Is it carved on

the face of a rock, on a cliff, in a
cave? Is it locked in time, only
to live in the past when
cowboys and Indians rode the
Plains? That is Indian art, but is
that all? Is that all the truth
there is?

When the modern Native
American takes up an airbrush,
or computer graphics, or raku or

batik, or silk-screen print, and
tries to find in it some piece of
himself or some peace for
herself . some expression of
her spirit, some venting of his
truth -- is that not Native
American art too? I say it is.

If vve bind Native American
art into a narrow box where
only certain things can fit --

maybe only teepees and feathers
where only certain

definitions of what art is can

apply, who then gets to say
which things are art and which
are not?

Art must be like freedom,
either free or chained . either
art or nothing. Does it express?
Does it refine? Does it uplift?
Does it make beautiful? Does it
capture? Did a Native
American make it'.' Then it is
Native American art!

And what is the difference
between art and craft? Craft is
what we use -- art. what we

enjoy. It seems so simple, but is
that all? Is that all the truth
there is? How if we enjoy what
we use? Or use what we enjoy?
How if we make a basket
beautiful - or make a painting
instructive? How if the beaded
moccasins have such a glow
they almost dance without their
feet? Arc they not art? And if
not art, what then (s art that we

should want to see it?
Webster tells us that art is

"creative work; making or doing
things that display form, beauty
and unusual perception."'
Webster tells us "craft is
distinguished from art in its
application to a lesser skill,
involving little or no creative
thought." There, that's clear
enough.

But be careful what you
call a "lesser skill" or "creative
thought," lest you find yourself
back in that narrow box where
art and freedom cannot live.

The ancient Aztec tell us:

"The artist . disciple, abundant,
multiple, restless, capable,
practicing, skillful; maintains
dialogue with his heart, meets

things with his mind; draws out
all from his heart, works with
delight, makes things with calm,
with sagacity, works like a true
Toltec, composes his objects,

works dexterously. invents;
arranges materials, adorns them,
makes them adjust."

So. what is art'.' I'he art of
any culture tells us stories. It
tells about the past, what kind of
world they come from, and how
what happened in that past has
shaped the present. It tells what
is important -- what symbols
they uphold, what they cherish,
what means something to them.
It shows how they feel.

Native American art is a

vast and mysterious mosaic. In
it we see the patterns of w hat is,
and of what is yet to be. It is a

vision of a culture, or at least a

glimpse of their collective
vision of the world within them
and around them. It is a vision
as old as the land itself. Native
American art is a window into
the room of culture. It is a

window with many panels,
representing the many media
and styles used by the artists.
The vision gained . into that
room of culture . is a vision of
many angles, of different points
of view.

These many perspectives
must be seen as a whole in order
to illuminate much of that inner,
cultural, room. For no one

person, no single point of view,
can adequately describe
everything within that room.

Each of us is left to make f is or

her own final interpretation Art
holds a light beside the window,
and calls people of vision to
look inside.

Where does art come from?
The spirit. What is Native
American art? The spirit. What
is the difference between art and
craft? The spirit. What do we

see in art? The spirit.
For more information, call

or visit the Native American
Resource Center in historic
Old Main Building, on. the
campus of The University of
North Carolina at Pembroke
(910-521-6282; Internet address
www.uncp.edu/nativemuseum).
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1 And Start Working Out i1 With Fewer Of f1 These Ex-Presidents j
Sign Up for a Membership Before November 5
and We'll Waive the Health Evaiajation Fee

and Give You a Free Gym Bag.
Even if you're not into politics,

your wallet should be familiar with
these ex-presidents.

This fall, they have nominated
YOU to run (on the treadmill, that is)
at the FirstHealth Centers for Health
& Fitness. And they are willing to
make a generous contribution to
your fitness campaign.

If you elect to sign up for a

membership before Election Day
(or as late as November 5), the

cost of the health evaluation fee
will be cut from the budget. Now
that's a financial plan that makes
dollars and sense.

It doesn't matter if you are a
Democrat or a Republican, you
can join our party. Select from a
liberal number of membership
plans that will fit comfortably into
a conservative family budget. To
learn more, visit the center nearest
you or call toll-free (888) 504 -3488.
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FirstHealth
CENTERS FOR HEALTH «* FITNESS

Pembroke Pinehur$t Raeford Richmond Southern Pine.* Troy
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For the elderly who have to deal
with the harsh realities of life,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since 1896, we've worked
in communities across the country
to restore hope and rebuild lives.
Today, we help seniors lead safer,
healthier, independent, and productivelives. With programs that providehome health care, transportation,assisted living and affordable
housing.
The need has never been greater.
And we are there to offer support
and compassion to enrich the lives
of the elderly.

Find out how you can help. Call
1.800.899.0089 or visit us at
www.volunteersofamerica.org.

^k// Volunteers
ofAmerica®

There are no limits to caring.

DRUGS FROM
CANADA ARE SAFE

According lo TIME, 60
MINUTES ond the U.S.
Government, learn more

ond join the millions of
Americans already saving
up to 86% on leading
brands including lipitor,
Zocor, Celebrex, Fosamax
ond many others. To
receive your free guide to
ordering from Canada,
Phone i-866-211-2121.
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"PASTOR AND FAMILY
APPRECIATION DAY
OCTOBER 17, 2004

MT. AIRY BAPTISTCHURCH
PEMBROKE, NC 28372

PASTOR: REV. STEVE A. STRICKLAND
Rev. Strickland, Mt. Airy appreciates you,

Janice, Britney and Kailey,

Mental health problems affect HI
almost every family in America, i

tf

Mriybe eveh vuurs.

Mental health problems are surprisingly common. Yet most peoplewith mental health problems recover ant) go on to lead productive,fulfilling lives. Chances are. someone close to you has a mentalhealth problem.or has recovered from one. So get the facts aboutmental health. Because mental health is i'->" our lives.
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